
Pearl Harbor Lesson Plan 

Background 

In 1939, World War II had begun, but America was not involved in the war. In June of 1940, 

President Roosevelt had the U.S. Pacific Fleet transferred from its main base in San Diego, 

California, to Pearl Harbor in Oahu, a Hawaiian island. 

This was done in response to Japan's attacks on China. Japan wanted to take over the 

Southeast Asian countries, and the United States didn't agree. In Pearl Harbor, the Pacific Fleet 

could monitor Japan's war activity in the Pacific Ocean. On Saturday, December 6, 1941, 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt made a final appeal to the Emperor of Japan for peace but 

received no response. Later that day, the U.S. code-breaking service deciphers 13 parts of a 

14-part Japanese message which led the U.S. to believe an impending attack was coming.

The Attack 

The assault was extremely strategic, and Japan took advantage of the element of surprise. 

• At 6:00 am Hawaii time on Sunday morning on December 7, 1941, a fleet of Japanese

aircraft take off from carriers 230 miles away from Oahu.

• At 7:02 am, two army operators at Oahu's north shore detect and report a Japanese air

attack. The junior officer who received the information dismissed the report, believing

they were American B-17 planes.

• At 7:55 am, a Japanese flight commander called out the battle cry 'Tora, Tora, Tora!'

(which stands for 'Tiger, Tiger, Tiger!') and launched a surprise attack on the U.S. naval

base of Pearl Harbor.

• At 8:10 a Japanese bomber drops an armor-piercing bomb that releases a million

pounds of gunpowder on the battleship Arizona. 1,177 men died. At this time, the two

countries were not officially at war, and the U.S. was unprepared for the attack. As a

result, there was a tremendous amount of damage and loss of life.

The Japanese designed the assault to occur in two waves; in the first wave, they launched 183 

planes, and in the second wave, 167 planes were launched. Aircraft dropped bombs and fired 

bullets. A fleet of submarines also dropped torpedoes which caused further damage. By 10:00 

am, the battle is over. 

Due to a variety of delays, the final part of the Japanese message, stating diplomatic relations 

with the U.S. will be cut off, does not reach Oahu until noon. It was originally timed by the 

Japanese to arrive at the time of the attack. 

Damage 

The damage from the battle was devastating. A tremendous number were killed or injured, and 

there was extensive destruction to the military's ships and planes. 

• The death total from the attack was 2,403, including 68 civilians.

• 1, 178 were injured, including 35 civilians.
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